
 

DIMAVERY LP-700 E-Guitar, black
E-guitar

Art. No.: 26219370
GTIN: 4026397596793

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397596793

Weight: 5,00 kg

Length: 1.07 m

Width: 0.43 m

Heigth: 0.11 m

Description:

Show your individuality
With the LP-700 series DiMavery introduces its own version of the classic LP-Style and differs
from numerous other imitations. Both optically and qualitatively, this model offers more than
what you could expect in this price range: For example, the particularly curved body as well as
the angled neck are decorated with abalone inlays. The neck isn't screwed but is glued and
therefor stands out from cheap copies. The humbucker are high quality and offer the guitarist a
large variety of sounds even without additional periphery. The DiMavery LP-700 is available in
four different colors: black, sunburst, white and honey.

Features:

- LP style
- Color: black
- Construction: set-in neck
- Body: basswood, flamed maple
- Neck: maple
- Fingerboard: blackwood, 22 frets
- Scale: 630 mm
- Pick-up: 2 x humbucker
- Controls: 2 x volume, 2 x tone, 3-way switch
- Bridge: Tune-o-matic style
- Hardware: chrome
 Package contents
- 1 x body
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Technical specifications:

Pickup: 2 x humbucker

Version: Right hand version

Neck: Maple,

 Fingerboard: Blackwood 22 frets

Body: 4/4

Number of strings: 6

Regulator: 2 x volume, 2 x sound

Hardware: Chromium-plated

Color: Black

Weight: 4,25 kg
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